THE Technology Swimming Team Has Many Likely Candidates

The prospects of the swimming team for this season are bright indeed. More than a hundred candidates have reported at the first practice and are now scattered throughout the campus trying to secure a place on the team. Many of these candidates were former swimmers, while others were merely interested in trying for a place. The interest in swimming is tremendous, and the prospects for a good team are very promising.

The members of the team are still busy with their practices, and the first meet is scheduled for January 18th. Total attendance is expected to be well over 1,000. Total attendance on February 1st.

Second Payment may be made at the Institute Office, Room 20-10.

WALKER MEMORIAL TO OPEN
Book for Student Use

All the Institute activities which have been assigned rooms in Walker Memorial will be open for student use in a few weeks. After the Naval Aviation building is opened the building will be turned over to Naval Aviation activities. It is estimated that about three weeks will be required to complete the work to be done and the activities will get underway and be in full swing by the first of February.

CHANGES IN FACULTY

Former Members of Instructing Staff Return from War Activities

Extra Burton has been granted leave of absence for the opening of the fall term. This is in recognition of the circumstances in which he has been placed. Joseph Christoph, assistant manager, has been placed. H. J. Horne, Jr., manager, has been placed. These changes are expected to aid in securing a wealthy of talent for the swimming team.

THE NAVIGATORS TO LEAVE

Aeronautical School at Technology Will Close Saturday

The Naval Aviation Department at Technology will leave the Institute Saturday, May 18th, probably to return in October. The committee on nominations and elections, announced the following officers for the remainder of the school year: Hiram R. Dool, president; R. F. Booth, vice-president; Theodore H. Allen, treasurer.

Wednesday, May 18th, will be the opening night of the society and all members of the society will be present. Plenty of snacks and live music will be enjoyed.

DRILL FOR FRESHMEN TO START

The freshmen began to show some promise of the large showing they made in coming out for the M. T. P. last Friday. But, in spite of the large attendance, there is still a great need of men needed. There is a great need of men to play the flute, clarinet, and bassoon, but there are not enough of these men to fill the vacancies needed. The term is expected to be very successful in the history of the M. T. P. The drill is expected to be very successful in the history of the M. T. P.

MUSICAL CLUB PLAN CORPUS

The coming weeks hold far too be from the most cheerful in the history of the Combined Musical Clubs. Many tours have already been made in rehearsals and the work will go on with a song.

The Band and Mandolin Clubs have been rehearsing every night. The rehearsals have shown a wealth of talent, but there is still plenty of room for improvement. The Band and Mandolin Clubs have been rehearsing every night. The rehearsals have shown a wealth of talent, but there is still plenty of room for improvement. These clubs have been rehearsing every night. The rehearsals have shown a wealth of talent, but there is still plenty of room for improvement.